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Make pool maintenance more convenient than ever
before with the Aiper Surfer S1. Engineered for
efficiency, this solar-powered skimmer boasts advanced
paddle wheel design, brushless motors, and ultrasonic
edge detection for comprehensive surface-level cleaning.
You can control and customize cleaning sessions with
the intuitive Aiper app, ensuring every corner sparkles.
Designed for all pool types, the Surfer S1 combines eco-
friendly energy, sophisticated navigation, and superior
debris collection for a pristine pool with minimal effort.

Efficient Cleaning
Aiper's paddle wheel design and energy-efficient brushless motors ensure that no dirt escapes from the S1 during
cleaning. Unlike other products, the remote control mode via our app allows users to target specific pool areas for
cleaning. Thanks to the path planning functions of the Aiper chip, the efficiency of the S1 is significantly better
compared to other products, as more is cleaned in less time.

Solar Charging
for environmentally friendly, carefree and uncomplicated cleaning. Simply place the device in the pool and let the
device take control of the pool.

Sophisticated Battery
Fully charged, the solar battery of the Aiper Surfer S1 provides up to ten hours of pool surface cleaning.

Ultrasonic Detection
With Aiper's own integrated navigation chip, the Surfer S1 optimises the cleaning path of the skimmer. This improves
cleaning coverage and overall efficiency for a smoother cleaning experience. With the Surfer S1's ultrasonic detection
device, the skimmer intelligently recognises, protects and cleans even the outermost edges of the pool.

App Support
Stay in control of how your pool gets cleaner with the Aiper app. You can set or schedule cleaning tasks, receive
notifications or manually control the Aiper Surfer S1 and manually detect elusive dirt.
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Improved Debris Collection
We've worked hard to address one of the biggest concerns of skimmer owners - cleaning. With the Aiper Surfer S1's
debris collection system, your cleaning worries are a thing of the past. You can now safely remove the skimmer from
the pool without having to worry about spillages or removing further debris.

Two Cleaning Modes
With the Aiper Surfer S1, cleaning is done the way you want it. In addition to automatic cleaning, you can control the
device manually via the Aiper app so that you can target problem areas in the pool and detect dirt.

Ideal for Any Pool
Ideal for any pool size. The Aiper Surfer S1 is ideal for standard, saltwater and natural pools.

Caractéristiques

Caractéristiques du produit

Code EAN: 6975140316097

Numéro du fabricant : S1 - EU

Poids du produit : 6.3 kilograms
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